Changes of calcium binding protein expression in spinothalamic tract neurons after peripheral inflammation.
Specific neuronal populations are known to express calcium binding proteins (CBP) such as calbindin (CB), parvalbumin (PV) and calretinin (CR). These CBP can act as calcium buffers that modify spatiotemporal characteristics of intracellular calcium transients and affect calcium homeostasis in neurons. It was recently shown that changes in neuronal CBP expression can have significant modulatory effect on synaptic transmission. Spinothalamic tract (STT) neurons form a major nociceptive pathway and they become sensitized after peripheral inflammation. In our experiments, expression of CBP in STT neurons was studied in a model of unilateral acute knee joint arthritis in rats. Altogether 377, 374 and 358 STT neurons in the segments L3-4 were evaluated for the presence of CB, PV and CR. On the contralateral (control) side 1%, 9% and 47% of the retrogradely labeled STT neurons expressed CB, PV and CR, respectively. On the ipsilateral (arthritic) side there was significantly more CB (23%) and PV (25%) expressing STT neurons, while the number of CR positive neurons (50%) did not differ. Our results show increased expression of fast (CB) and slow (PV) calcium binding proteins in STT neurons after induction of experimental arthritis. This suggests that change in CBP expression could have a significant effect on calcium homeostasis and possibly modulation of synaptic activity in STT neurons.